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� Introduction

Genetic algorithms GAs��search procedures based on the mechanics of natural selection and genetics�

are increasingly being applied to di�cult problems� as this volume� with its collection of quality con�

tributions to the literature of genetics�based electromagnetic system design so strongly attests� From

traditional and cutting�edge optimization in engineering and operations research to such non�traditional

areas as drug design� �nancial prediction� data mining� and the composition of poetry and music� GAs

are grabbing attention and solving problems across a broad spectrum of human endeavor� Of course�

science and technology go through fads and fashions much like those of apparel� food� and toys� and
many practitioners are wondering whether GAs� like so many methods that have come and gone in the

past� will become a permanent part of the toolkit or will fade like some computational hoola hoop du

jour�

In this short essay� I argue that the former scenario is the more likely� That is� genetic algorithms�

all forms of evolutionary computation EC��are here to stay and will play an increasingly important

role in helping people innovate in many walks of life� This may seem like a strong assertion� especially

to those practitioners who have had both positive and negative experiences with genetic algorithms�

but cutting�edge research suggests that the techniques that are currently in widespread use are only

the tip of the iceberg� and that the generation of GAs that is currently in the lab promises relief from

problems of scale up that some users have su�ered in going from toy problems to the real McCoy�

Moreover� as in so many other issues in the arena of applications� the primary determinants are often
economic� not technical� and there� too� genetic algorithms have much to o�er�

In the remainder� I explore these issues by asking and answering the following important question�

Why do real users use genetic algorithms� I will frame my answer by exploring users� motives in

�ve categories� and this will establish the long�term utility of evolutionary computation in practical

applications�

� Motives� Five Categories

What motivates a user to use genetic algorithms� Certainly there are as many answers to this question

as there are GA users� but some generalizations can be made� Here I identify motives of �ve types�

�� Motives from the buzz�

�� Motives from nature�

�� Motives from arti�cial systems�


� Motives from competence�
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�� Motives from economics�

In the remainder of this section� we consider each of these in somewhat more detail�

��� Motives from Buzz

One of the �rst things that attracts new users to GAs is what I will call the �buzz�� As I alluded earlier�

GAs and evolutionary computation in general are receiving media attention� both print and electronic�

and various accounts of GA discovery and invention are reverberating through popularizations of ar�

ti�cial life and complex systems� These accounts are often what attracts new users to the �eld� but

man does not solve problems by buzzwords alone� At some point� a problem must be posed� methods

engaged� and results obtained� so motives from the buzz�while helpful in attracting new users�do

little to retain them�

��� Motives from Nature

The buzz of excitement draws us to GAs� but what can keep us with them� One of the factors that

certainly holds our attention is the scienti�c reasonableness of the endeavor� Since Darwin� we take

it for granted that life on this planet in all its diverse and well adapted forms was created by natural
selection and natural genetics� With this understanding comes the inkling that perhaps we might be

able to use nature�s �search algorithm of choice� and apply it to the solution of humankind�s problems�

Having this thought and making it work are two di�erent things� yet� the inkling is important because

it acts as something of an existence proof to let us know that we are on the right track even though

we haven�t yet engineered the ultimate genetic algorithm� Surely� people have dreamt of human �ight

from their �rst observations of birds� and for many years all attempts were doomed to failure� The

knowledge that something could �y certainly played the dual role of �� providing speci�c inspiration

for the design details of an airplane and �� sustaining inquiry and continued trials� especially as the

failures mounted� In the same way� researchers and practitioners are inspired by nature�s example and

are impelled to continue even when their e�orts don�t turn out as they wish�

��� Motives from Arti�cial Systems

Nature as a source of ideas and an existence proof provides inspiration and solace� largely for the

GA designer and researcher� but the practitioner�s motives are rooted in the limitations of traditional

optimization and operations research methods� On the one hand� there are a large number of such
methods available� When you have a linear problem with linear constraints� you can grab linear

programming� When you have a stage�decomposable problem you can grab dynamic programming�

When you have a nonlinear problem with nonlinear constraints� you can sometimes� grab nonlinear

programming� and so on� But the fact� that you have a list of acceptable methods for particular problem

classes is itself part of the problem� Traditional methods are well tuned to a particular problem class�

but when a problem comes along that violates the assumptions of such methods� solution results can be

particularly disappointing� Wouldn�t it be nice if arti�cial search and optimization procedures would

work well over a broader class of problems� Arti�cial genetic and evolutionary methods are a potential

answer to this yearning� because the the evolution of natural systems takes place via mechanisms that

are in many ways invariant across species� and in so doing nature uses the same or similar search

procedure almost regardless of environment� Many users turn to GAs and EC for exactly this breadth
of solution quality with reasonable e�ciency�
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��� Motives from Competence

The promise of quality and e�ciency�the promise of robustness has indeed attracted many practi�

tioners to GAs� but for some of them� a funny thing happened on the way to their applications� At

�rst� when working with small toy problems in their application domain� the GA works quite well� but

when they turn to larger or harder problem instances they �nd that solution times increase� solution

quality decreases� or both� The response of di�erent users to these problems of scale up are many�

Some �ddle around with operators or codings� trying di�erent possibilities� until something works�

Others abandon evolutionary computation entirely� quite frustrated with the whole a�air� Others still�
simply remain puzzled� and question why such ostensibly robust algorithms exhibit such poor scale�up

behavior� For years these di�culties were swept under the rug� but we now know that simple genetic

and evolutionary algorithms with �xed crossover and mutation operators are fairly limited in what they

can do� Mathematical analyses have been performed to support this assertion fairly convincingly� and

this would seem to be a deal breaker if it weren�t for companion results that show that adaptive and

self�adaptive operators can overcome these di�culties quite e�ectively� These results have not been

well integrated into practice� but as more and more practitioners become aware of them� the frustration

with the problems of scale up will become decidedly less� Moreover� as these new operators take their

place in everyday GA practice� users will be surprised to �nd that hard problems can be solved reliably

and accurately in times that may grow no more quickly than a quadratic function of the number of

decision variables�

��� Motives from Economics

The foregoing discussion has given a number of fairly high falutin reasons why users are motivated

to use genetic algorithms� but for many practitioners the bottom line is often the bottom line� That
is� practitioners are often interested in receiving economic bene�ts from the performance of a genetic

optimization� In many cases� the economic prime movers are fairly direct� Using a genetic algorithm

enables a practitioner to optimize or improve a system that is otherwise not amenable to algorithmic

improvement� thereby resulting in a direct economic bene�t from the use of the GA� In other circum�

stances� the economic bene�ts are somewhat less direct� but they may be critical to the choice of a GA

nonetheless� We examine three such circumstances brie�y�

�� economics of investment in method

�� economics of model investment

�� economics of GA speedup

One economic reason that users turn to GAs has to do with their investment in optimization methods�
If one has limited resources and is concerned with computing improved solutions to problems with

either �� a broadly competent method such as a GA� or �� a panoply of disparate techniques from

OR or traditional optimization� the investment necessary to learn and use a single broad method should

be lower than that associated with a collection of techniques� In the case of a collection of techniques�

not only must many di�erent methods be mastered� but the user must also learn when to choose which

technique� These costs can add up� and other things being equal� the user may prefer to trade o�

the use of a perfectly tuned solver for one that does an adequate job without additional investment in

knowledge of method�

Method investment costs can be signi�cant� but for many users the lion�s share of investment is

tied up in modeling or simulation� Most complex optimization involves a fairly sophisticated objective

function that may itself rely on �nite�element models� approximations to the solutions of nonlinear
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equations� discrete�event simulations� or the like� Prior to using such models for optimization or
design� users expend considerable time and e�ort inputing data� running test cases� tuning the model

to agree with the real world� and then using the models for analysis� After such a large investment in

modeling� no user likes to be told that in order to perform an optimization that the model must be

shoehorned into a form preferred by a particular optimization method� but many optimization methods

require exactly this kind of model transformation� Genetic algorithms� on the other hand� take their

function evaluations as they come� thereby respecting the signi�cant investment that users may have

in analysis code� using that code without substantial modi�cation or transformation�

This laissez faire attitude toward function evaluations comes at a cost� however� Because GAs

make relatively few assumptions about the solution space� and because the interface between GA

and evalution involves only the passing of function evaluation values no derivatives or higher order

information�� a GA solution may require hundreds or thousands of function evaluations� As was
suggested earlier� this number can be reduced through the use of competent GAs to times that may be

as good as subquadratic� but nonetheless� in large problems� fairly large numbers of function evaluations

will be necessary� By itself� this would be cause for some concern if there weren�t corresponding ways to

ways to speed up the GA itself through improved utilization of various resources� including �� space�

�� time� �� evaluation resources� and 
� problem speci�c information� These resources correspond

to economies brought about through parallelization� e�ective continuation� function sampling and

relaxation� and hybridization� Advances are begin made rapidly along all these fronts� and practitioners

should soon expect to see practical means of speeding their solutions day in and day out�

� Conclusions

This essay started by trying to understand whether GAs are some passing fad or fancy� or whether

they will become a permanent part of the problem�solving toolkit� To try to answer this� �ve facets

or dimensions of user motivation have been examined� including motives from the buzz� from nature�

from arti�cial systems� from competence� and from economics� and surely the real user is motivated by

some combination of these factors and perhaps many others� Initially users are drawn to GAs by some

combination of the �rst three of these reasons� but they stay for hard�headed reasons of competence�

economics� or both� The essay has suggested that many of the �rst�generation evolutionary and genetic

algorithms currently in use are incapable of solving hard problems� quickly� reliably� and accurately�
in short� they don�t scale up� This would be bad news if it weren�t for cutting�edge research in the

laboratory that shows us how to design GAs that overcome these di�culties� Beyond the design of such

competent genetic algorithms� users come and stay with GAs for a variety of good economic reasons�

Certainly GAs can help directly impact the economics of design by giving us better or more cost�

e�ective designs as the output of the optimization process� Beyond such direct impacts� users come

and stay with GAs because they can reduce investment costs in methods development� because they

can fully utilize existing investment in modeling and simulation� and because they can be extended

to provide quality solutions more e�ciently through parallelization� time utilization� relaxed function

evalution� and hybridization� Together� these factors suggest that GAs will become�are becoming�a

permanent part of the designer�s took kit�
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